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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1•1

PURPOSES AND GOALS

It is the objective of this report to supply

Recreation

may be most useful at a higher govenmiental l evel.

Transportation

The Commonwealth of Virginia has traditionally

Waste disposal

chosen to place, as much as possible, the regula-

Extraction of living and non-living

tory decision processes at the county level.

resources

Virginia Wetlands Act of 1972 (Chapter 2.1, Title

The

an assessment, and at least a partial integration,

Aside from the above uses, the shorelands serve

62.1, Code of Virginia), for example, provides for

of those important shoreland parameters and char-

various ecological functions.

the establishment of County Boards to act on ap-

acteristics which will aid the planners and the

The role of planners and managers is to opti-

plications for alterations of wetlands .

Thus, our

managers of the shorelands in ma.king the best de-

mize the utilization of the shorelands and to min-

focus at the county level is intended to interface

cisions for the utilization of this limited and

imize the conflicts arising from competing demands.

with and to support the existing or pending county

very valuable resource.

Furthermore, once a particular use has been decided

regulatory mechanisms concerning activities in the

ular attention to the problem of shore erosion and

upon for a given segment of shoreland, both the

shorelands zone .

to recommendations concerning the alleviation of

planners and the users want that selected use to

the impact of this problem.

operate in the most effective manner.

The report gives partic-

In addition we have

A park

1 •2

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

tried to include in our assessment some of the po-

planner, for example, wants the allotted space to

tential uses of the shoreline, particularly with

fulfill the design most efficiently.

respect to recreational use, since such informa-

the results of our work are useful to the planner

(RANN) of the National Science Foundation through

tion could be of considerable value

in designing the beach by pointing out the techni-

the Wetlands/Edges - Program of the Chesapeake

particular segment of coast is perceived by poten-

cal feasibility of altering or enhancing the pres-

Research Consortium, Inc.

tial users.
The basic advocacy of the authors in the prep-

ent configuration of the shore zone.

lished with funds provided to the· Commonwealth by

if the use were a residential development, we would

the Office of Coastal Zone Management, National

aration of the report is that the use of shore-

hope our work would be useful in specifying the

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Grant Num-

lands should be planned rather than haphazardly

shore erosion problem and by indicating defenses

ber 04-5-158-50001 .

developed in response to the short term pressures

likely to succeed in containing the erosion.

data reduction .

and interests.

summary our objective is to provide a .useful tool

Bill Jenkins and Ken Thornberry prepared the photo-

conflicts which may be expected to arise between

for enlightened utilization of a limited resource,

graphs .

competing interests.

the shorelands of the Commonwealth.

persons in Virginia and Maryland who have assisted

i.c1

the way a

Careful planning could reduce the
Shorela.nd utilization in

many areas of the country, and indeed in some

We hope that

Alternately,

In

Shorelands planning occurs, either formally or

places in Virginia, has proceeded in a manner such

informally, at all levels from the private owner of

that the very elements which attracted people to

shoreland property to county governments, to

the shore have been destroyed by the lack of

planning districts and to the state and federal

planning and forethought.

agency level.

The major man-induced uses of the shorelands

We feel our results will be useful

at all these levels.

Since the most basic level of

comprehensive planning and zoning is at the county

are:
Residential, commercial, or industrial

or city level, we have executed our report on that

development

level although we realize some of the information

This report was prepared with funds provided by
the Research Applied to National Needs Program

The report was pu~-

Gaynor Williams assisted with

Beth Marshall typed the manuscript.

We would like to thank the numerous other

our work with their suggestions and criticisms of
our ideas and methods.

CHAPTER 2

APPROACH USED AND ELEMENTS CONSIDERED

3

t he s ubsegment .
ments .
• ·1

·1 t j

' f'RCACH TO THE PROBLil11
0

Segments are a groupi ng of subs eg-

The boundaries for s egments a l so we r e se-

be considered as being composed of three interacting ·:)h.,;si .:6 ::a.:::o.i c ~lemen ts;

the fas t l ands , the

lect ed on physicgra:9hi c uni ts ::nic:1 a=:; n.'J..:!i-::::: o:'

s hor e a.ncl the n ea rshore.

p eni m,ulas between major tidal creeks .

tion based on these three elements has been de-

Finally,

A graphic classifica-

J ··: ti1e prepaJ:-ati -,n ol' this report the authors

the county itself i s considered as a sum of shore-

vised so that the types for each of the three ele-

li z ,6. existing i n formation v1herever possible.

line segments.

ments portrayed side by side on a map may provide

For e'<8lllple, for such elements as water quality

The fonnat of presentation in the report follows

the opportunity to examine joint relationships

char ac t eristics, zoning regulations, or flood haz-

a sequence from general summary statements for the

runong the elements .

ard, we reviewed relevant reports by local, state,

county (Chapter 3) t o tabular segment summaries and

tion of the system permits the user to determine

or federal agencies.

final ly detailed descriptions and maps for each

miles of high bluff shoreland interfacing with

tion, particularly with respect to erosional char-

subsegment ,chapter 4),

marsh in the shore zone.

acteristics, shoreland types, and use was not

this format was to allow selective use of the report

Much of the desired informa-

The purpose in choosing

As an example, the applica-

For each subsegment there are two length mea-

available, so we performed the field work and de-

since some users

veloped classification schemes.

the summary overview of the county while others will

line, and the fast land-shore interface .

require the detailed discussion of particular subsegments.

interface lengths differ most when the shore zone

In order to ana-

lyze successfully the shorel ine behavior we placed
heavy reliance on low altitude , oblique, color, 35
mm photogra~hy.

needs will adequately be met with

We photographed the entire shore-

line of each county and cataloged the slides for

surements, the shore-nearshore interface or shore-

is embayed or extensive marsh.

On

The two

the subsegment

maps, a dotted line r epresents the fastland-shore
2.2

easy access at VIMS , where they remain available
for use.

I

We then analyzed these p~1otographic ma-

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHORELANDS I NCLUDED IN
THE STUDY

The characteristics which are included in this

interface when it differs from the shoreline.

The

fastland-shore interface l ength is the base for
the fastland statistics.

terials, along with existing conventional aerial

r eport are lis ted below followed by a discussion of

photography and t opographic and hyuropgraphic maps,

our t r eatment of each .

for the desired elements .

We condtv:ted field in-

a)

Shorelands physiographic classification

spection over much of the shoreline, particularly

b)

Shorelands use classificat ion

a buffer zon e bet•r,een the wat er body and the fast-

at those locations where office analysis left

c)

land.

questions unresolved.

d)

Shorel a nds o~inership classification
Zoning

tional photographs along with the field visits to

e)

Water quality

face and the less steep nearshore zone.

document the effectiveness of shoreline defenses .
a s ubs egment , which may range from a few hundred

f) Shore er osion and sho~eline def enses
g ) Potential shore uses
h) Distribution of marshes

feet to several thousand feet in length .

i)

Flood hazard levels

j)
K)

Shellfish leases and public shellfish grounds
Beach quality

In some cases we took addi-

The basic shoreline unit considered i s called
The end

points of the subsegments were generally chosen on
physiographic consideration such as changes in the

In those cases
where a radical change in land use occurred, t he
point of change was taken as a boundary point of

Definitions :
Shore Zone

character of erosion or deposition.

This i s the zone of beaches and marshes .

It is

The seanar d limit of the shore zone is the

break in slop e between th e r elatively

st'.:;0p€':'

·'lhOr8-

The approx-

imate la..vidward limit is a contour line representing
one and a half t iI'1es t he mean tide range above mean
low water (refer to Figure 1).

In op eration with

topographic maps the inner fringe of the ma rsh symbols is taken as t he landward limi·~.
The physiographic character of the marshes has
als o bee~ s epara t ed into three types (s ee Figure 2).

a)

Shorelands Physiographic Classification :
The shorelands of the Chesapeake Bay System may

4

Fringe marsh is that which is less than 400 feet in
width a..11d which runs in a band parallel to the

shore.

Extensive marsh i s that which has extensi ve

acreage projecting into an estuary or river .

An

embayed marsh is a marsh which occupies a reentrant
or drowned creek valley.

The purpose in delineating

these marsh types is that the effectiveness of the
various functions of the marsh will, in par t, be
det ermined by type of exposure to t he estuarine
system.

A fringe mar sh may, for example , have maxi-

Low shore , 20 ft . (6 m) or less of relief; with

yards respectivel y .

or without cliff
Moderately low shore, 20-40 ft. (6-12 m) of

half the standard deviation (500 yards ) each side

Moderately high shore, 40-60 ft. (12-18 m) of

The following definitions have no legal signif-

High shore, 60 ft . (18 m) or more of relief ;
with or without cliff .

l and ,

dunes and areas of artificial fill,
Nearshore Zone

other food chain materials due to its gr eater drainage density than an embayed marsh ,

The centr al

400-1 , 400, and wide greater than 1, 400 .

relief ; with or without cliff

Two specially classified exceptions are sand

likely a more efficient transporter of detritus and

icance and were constructed for our classifi cation purposes :
Narrow, 12-ft. (3 . 7 m) i sobat h l ocated <400
yards from shore
I ntermediate, 12-ft. (3 . 7 m) isobath 4001,400 yards from shore

The near shore zone extends from the shore zone
to the 12-foot (MLW datum) contour.

Using this procedure a narrow near-

shore zone is one 0-400 yards in width, i ntermedi ate

relief; with or without cliff

mum value as a buffer to wav e er osi on of the fast An extensi ve mar sh, on the other hand, is

of the mean.

The cl ass limits were set at

Wide, 12-ft . (3 . 7 m) isobath

In the smaller

Subclasses :

> 1, 400 yards

wit h or without bars
with or without tidal flats

point i s that planner s, in the light of ongoing and

tidal rivers the 6-foot depth is taken as the ref-

future research, wil l desir e to weight various

erence depth,

functions of marshes and the physiographic delinea-

maximum depth of significant sand transport by waves

tion aids their decisi on maki ng by denoting where

in the Chesapeake Bay area.

the various types exist.

drop-off into the river channels begins roughly at

Figure 1

The classification used i s :

the 12-foot depth .

.--FA STLANo---.J.SHORRelc
- - ~~-NEARS HORE~ ~ ~~ ~~~--

Beach
Marsh
Fringe marsh, < 400 ft . (122 m) in width
along shores
Extensive marsh
Embayed marsh, occupying a drowned valley or
reentr ant
Art ificially stabilized
Fastland Zone
The zone extending from the landward limit of
the shore zone is te~ed the fastland.

The fast-

l and is relatively stabl e and is the site of most
material development or construction.

The physio-

g r aphic classification of the fastland is based
upon t he average slope of the land within 400 feet
(1 22 m) of t he f as t land - shore boundary,
general cl assifi ca t i on is :

The

The 12-foot depth is probably the

veget ation

Also, the distinct

The nearshore zone includes any

tidal flats.
The class limits for the nearshore zone classifications were chosen following a simple statistical
study. The distance to the 12-foot underwater contour (isobath) was measured on the appropriate
charts at one-mile intervals along the shorelines of
Chesapeake Bay and the James, York, Rappahannock,
and Potomac Rivers. Means and standard deviations
for each of the separate regions and for the entire
combined system were calculated and compared. Although the distributions were non-normal, they were
generally comparable, allowing the data for the entire combined system to determine the class limits .
The calculated mean was 919 yar ds with a standard deviation of 1,003 yards, As our aim was to
determine general , serviceabl e class limits, t h ese
cal culated numbers were rounded to 900 and 1,000

5

with or wit hout submerged

1

I

I
I

I

""7777>~
I - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MLW+ I . II T ide Rono•
--- --ML W
,

- 12 1

An illustration of the definition of the three aomponents
of the shorelands (cross-section) .

Figure 2
FR INGE
MARSH

.._

••

,\I

•"•

EMBAYED
MARSH

EXTENSIVE
MARSH

""

FASTL AND

FASTLAND

A generalized illustration of t he three di f f erent mar s h
types (map view).

b)

Shorelands Use Classification :

environmental reasons, such as wildlife or wild-

Fastland Zone
Residential
Includes all forms of residential use with the

more residential buildings adjacent to one another .
Schools, churches, and is olated businesses may be

Shorelands Ownership Classification :

fowl sanctuaries, fish and shellfish conservation

The shorelands ownership classification used

grounds, or other uses that would preclude devel-

has two main subdivisions, private and governmen-

opment.

tal, with the governmental further divided i nto

exception of farms and other isolated dwellings .
In general, a residential area consists of four or

c)

federal, state, county, and town or city.
Agricultural

Appli-

cation of the classification is restricted to fast-

Includes fields, pastures, croplands, and
other agricultural areas.

included in a residential area.

lands alone since the Virginia fastla.nds ownership
extends to mean low water.

All bottoms below mean

low water are in State ownership.
Unmanaged

Commercial

Includes all open or wooded lands not included

Includes buildings, parking areas, and other
land directly related to retail and wholesale trade
and business.

in other classifications:
a)

Open:

This category includes small indus-

lands; less than 40% tree cover.

Conunission' s water quali·ty data and classifica-

more than 40% tree cover.

tion.

commercial context.

The shoreland use classification applies to

mercial shore use.
Industrial
Includes all industrial and associated areas.
Examples:

warehouses, refineries, shipyards,

power plants, railyards.

In areas where it is applicable, we have utilized the Virginia Bureau of Shellfish Sanitation

b)

Wooded:

Water Quality:

brush land, dune areas, waste-

try and other anomalous areas within the general
Marinas are considered com-

d)

Their data consist of coliform and fecal

coliform counts at stations near shellfish

the general usage of the fastland area to an ar-

grounds.

bitrary distance of half mile from the shore or

James where the Commission does not maintain sam-

beach zone or to some less distant, logical bar-

ple stations, we have been forced to seek other

rier.

data.

In multi-usage areas one must make a sub-

jective selection as to the primary or controlling
type of usage .

In areas such as the fresh water, tidal

For the Henrico-Richmond-Chesterfield Shoreline Situation Report we have used the slack
wat er data collected on December 13th, 1974, by

Government

Shore Zone

Includes lands whose usage is specifically con-

V.I.M.S.

This data consists of dissolved oxygen

Bathing

(D.O.) content, Biological Oxygen Demand (B.O.D.),

trolled, restricted, or regulated by governmental

Boat launching

and water temperature.

organizations:

Bird watching

elsewhere in the text.

e.g., Camp Peary, Fort Story.

The data are discussed

Waterfowl hunting
Recreation and Other Public Open Spaces

e)

Includes designated outdoor recreation lands and
miscellaneous open spaces.

Examples :

golf courses,

Nearshore Zone

Zoning:
In cases where zoning regulations have been

Pound net fishing

established the existing inf'ormation pertaining

tennis clubs, amusement parks, public beaches, race

Shell fishing

to the shorelands has been included in the report.

tracks, cemeteries, parks.

Sport fishing
Extraction of non-living resources

Preserved
I ncludes lands preserved or regulated for

Boating

f)

Shore Erosion and Shoreline Defenses:
The following ratings are used for shore

Water sports

erosion:

6

slight or none - less than 1 foot per year
moderate -

h)

placed at the highest probable flood level.

Distribution of Marshes:
The acreage and physiographic type of the

1 to 3 feet per year

marshes in each subsegment is listed .

These esti-

j)

Shellfish Leases and Public Grounds :

- - greater than 3 feet per year
severe The locations with moderate and severe ratings are

mates of acreages were obtained from topographic

The data in this report show the leased and

further specified as being critical or noncritical.

maps and should be considered only as approxima-

public shellfish grounds as portrayed in the Vir-

The erosion is considered critical if buildings,

tions.

ginia State Water Control Board publication

roads, or other such structures are endangero.d .

are being ·o~due:ted by tne Virginia Ins ti tu.t1.. of

"Shellfish growing areas in the Commonwealth of

Marine Science under the author ization of the

Virginia :

Virginia Wetlands Act of 1972 (Code of Virginia

1971, and as periodically updated in other similar

determined using map comparisons of shoreline po-

62 .1-1 3 , 4) ,

reports.

sitions between the 1850 1 s and the 1940 's .

ages of the grass species composition vdthin indi-

time they are not to be taken as definitive.

addition, aerial photographs of the late 1930 1 s and

vidual marsh systems .

ever, some insight to the conditions at the date

recent years were utilized for an assessment of

is provided to indicate the physiographic types of

of the report are available by a comparison be-

more recent conditions .

marshes and to serve as a rough guide on acreages

tween the shellfish grounds maps and the water

experiencing severe erosion field inspections and

until detailed surveys are completed .

quality maps for which water quality standards

interviews were held with local inhabitants.

information of the wetlands characteristics may be

The degree of erosion
means.

determined by several

v;uG

In most l ocations the long term trend was
In

Finally, in those areas

The existing shoreline defenses were evaluated
as to their effectiveness.

In some cases repeti-

Detailed C'ounty jnventories of the wetlands

These surveys include detailed acreThe material in this report

found in Coastal Wetlands of Virginia:

Additional

Public, leased and condemned," November,
Since the condemnation areas change with
How-

for shellfish were used.

Interim

Report by Marvin L. Wass and Thomas D. Wright,

k)

Beach Quality:
Beach quality is a subjective judgment based

tive visits were made to monitor the effective-

SRAMSOE Report No. 10, Virginia Institute of Ma-

ness of recent installations.

rine Science, 1969 , and in other Vll~S publica-

on such considerations as the nature of the beach

tions.

material, the length and width of the beach area,

In instances where

existing structures are inadequate, we have given
rs commendations for alternate approaches.

and the general aesthetic appeal of the beach

Fur-

thermore, recommendations are given for defenses
in those areas where none currently exist .

The

i)

setting .

Flood Hazard Levels :
The assessment of tidal flooding hazard for the

primary emphasis is placed on expected effective-

whole of the Virginia tidal shorelan~ is still in-

ness with secondary consideration to cost .

complete.

However, the United States Army Corps

of Engineers has prepared reports for a number of
g)

Potential Shore Uses:
We placed particular attention in our study on

localities which were used in this report .

Two

tidal flood levels are customarily used to portray

evaluating the recreational potential of the shore

the hazard .

zone .

that flood with an average recurrence time of

We included this factor in the considera-

The Intermediate Regional Flood is

tion of shoreline defenses for areas of high rec-

about 100 years.

reational potential.

indicates it to have an elevation of approximately

Furthermore, we gave con-

An analysis of past tidal floods

sideration to the development of artificial

8 feet above mean water level in the Chesapeake

beaches if this method were technically feasible

Bay area .

at a parti cular site.

tablif:ihed for la.nd pli::,.nning purposes which is

The Standard Project Flood level is es-

7

CHAPTER 3

PRESENT SHORELINE SITUATION

9

.,

The shore zone of H1=;nricri f.ouv:+.v

CHAPTER 3

1'.!. .i.nge marsh (75%).

j,:;

contamination from "Kr>oone", which had been

The bulk of 1:11e rest of Hen-

rico Is shore is extensive marsh (20%).
3•1

r.:ostJy
Four per-

01

I10pewe1.1 1 s chemical

plants .

THE SliORELANDS OF HENRICO A7'1D CHESTER.T.'IELD

cent is embayed marsh .

COUNTn;:.::

stretch of the river from Richmond to Dutch Gap,

field and Henrico Counties are used l'o:c indus-

ninety-eight percent of the ~horc is fringe marsh.

trial purposes.

The other two percent is artificially stabilized.

entry .

This

stt11.: ··

-

con ccL. ;<i

oJ

v.i Lli

thct part

c 1·

the

James River in Henrico and Chesterfield Counties
that is below the f'all line and thus, subject to
tidal influences .

For ";be purposes of this

Along the nearly straight

manu1·ac,;urect at uue

On the Chesterfield side of the river, sixtythree percent of the fastland is low shore~

Four-

The s!rnr,,1-:ir.ir18 0t' Ricomond in both Che·sterRichmond is a customs port of'

There are two city-owned wharves:

Rich-

mond Deepwater Terminal and Richmond Upper Marine
Terminal .

These two facilities handle a variety

study, the starting point is the I-95 bridge at

teen percent of the shorelands are moderately low

of cargo from ocean-going vessels,

Richmond.

shore, ten percent are moderately high shore, with

other, private barge wharves which mainly handle

or without bluffs, and thirteen percent are high

gravel and construction material.

The James River here is 900 feet wide,

though it rapidly narrows -~o c:;oo feet .

The river

In the City of

There are
Another major

then slowly increases in width, reaching 1,100

shore, with or without bluffs.

feet just before Turkey Island .

Richmond, eighty-three percent is low shore and

located along the Chesterfield side of the river.

eleven percent is moderately high shore with bluff.

All of the shorelands in Richmond are zoned for

The other seven percent is divi<led among moder-

heavy industrial use.

At Bermuda Hun-

dred, the river is 2,100 feet wide.
The study area consists of the two counties
a eparat;ed by t;he James River:
Henrico Counties .

Chesterfield and

The City of Richmond is Sub-

segment 1A in Henrico and Segment 1 in Chesterfield .

Richmond haR 5 , 9 miles of shorP on the

ately low shore (3%), moderately high shore (1%),
and high shore (2%) .

facility is the Sewage Treatment Plant, which is

South of the Richmond City Limits, there is a
very abrupt reduction in the type and amount of

The majority (63%) of Chesterfield County's
shore zone is fringe marsh ,

Thirty-four percent

formal land usage.

Both Henrico and Chesterfield

Counties are part of the National Flood Insurance

ChesterfieJ d s ide of the river and 1. 2 miles of

of the shore is extensive marsh, the rest being

Program.

shore on the Henrico side .

about equally divided between artificially sta-

In Henrico, the flood plains are classified as Environmental Protection Areas (See Map 1E) . Generally,
no major construction can take place on the flood
plains . The area is usually unmanaged, wooded
or is used for agriculture . In Chesterfield
C0unty, forty-one percent of the shorelands are
unmanaged, wooded. Thirty-nine percent of the
lands are currently used for agriculture. Of
the remaining lands, the Presquile National Wildlife Refuge accounts for nine percent of the
shorelands , residential usage five percent, and
industrial usage six percent . Less than one percent of the shorelonds are used as recreational

The rest of Henrico

County contains 31.5 miles of fastland and 35,0
miles of shoreline.

Chesterfield County has 43,6

miles of fastland and 45 , 2 miles of shoreline,
Over half (56%) of Henrico County ' s shorelands
are low shore .

Twenty-five percent of the fast-

bilized and embayed marsh.
Data collected by V. I.M.S. on December 13,
1974 at five stations along the James between
miles 68 (Bermuda Hundred) and 83 (near Richmond)
indicated no water quality problems at that time.

land is moderately low shore, ten percent is mod-

The D. O. ranged from 11.2 to 13.1 ppm, B. O.D.

erately high ~hare, with or without bluff, and

from 1.7 to 4.2 ppm, and water temperature from

six percent is high shore, with or without bluff.

5.8 to 4 , 3°0.

All areas of high shore are located along the

level for the water temperature and the B.O.D.'s

nearly straight stretches of the river from the

showed no significant depression.

end of the Richmond City Limits to Dutch Gap.

The D.O .' s were near saturation

On December 17, 1975, the James River basin

The fai:!tlands i;.1 the City of Richmond are equally

was closed to all shellfish and finfish harvesting

divided between low and moderately low shore.

for an indefinite time.
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This was due to chemj_cal

As such, development in the flood plains

is restricted, or at least very limited.

over the course of time.)

3 , 2 SHORE EROSION SITUATION

areas.

The processes causing shoreline erosion along

In Henrico County, sixty-one percent of the

Most of the erosion and accretion found along

this portion of the James River are fairly lim-

the upper James occurs at the bends in the river.

this figure is the Curles Neck Farm, which encom-

ited.

The river current is fastest on the outside of

passes most of the Curles Neck area.

Bay, or even areas closer to the river mouths,

the meanders and is much less on the inside .

cent of the shorelands are unmanaged, wooded .

the James River at Ricbmond, Chesterfield and Hen-

a result, the outside bends erode while the in-

Residential usage accounts for six percent of the

rico is a lower energy water body.

side bends accrete .

shore, the other three percent being used for in-

is generally not a significant problem.

shorelands are used for agriculture.

dustrial purposes .

Included in
Thirty per-

As in Chesterfield, less than

one percent of the county ' s shorelands are used

Compared to the open ocean, Chesapeake

Wave erosion

of erosion is wind generated waves.

The growth

land in the bends and the speed of the current
there.

cial and industrial concerns control the use of

factors :

pre-existing land.)

the shoreline,

tance across which the wind blows, (2) the depth

In Richmond, commer-

Virtually no land there is avai l -

(1) The fetch, or the over water dis-

able or suitable for recreational development.

of the water, (3) the velocity of the wind, and

If recreational areas for the metropolitan Rich-

(4) the duration of the wind,

mond area are to be developed, they will have to

River in Henrico and Chesterfield Counties, the

be located in the surrounding lesser-developed

fetch is very limited, due to the narrowness of

counties .
Within Richmond's boundaries, one percent of

the river and the many meanders.

the James's northern bank and thirty percent of
the southern bank are city-owned .

The rest of

Ricbmond's shoreline is privately owned.

Along the James

ACCRETION

Flood-

lands are privately owned, with less than one

The primary example of flood erosion here is in

percent being federally owned.

the meanders of the river.

When the river rises

County, ninety-one percent of the shorelands are

so as to cover existing land in the meanders, the

privately owned and nine percent are federally

water attempts to follow the straightest course.

owned .
The James River channel is used by ships going

Instead of following the existing river bed, the
water will cut across the neck of land in the

to the city-owned docks located at Ricbmond .

meanders.

The Dutch Gap Cutoff was opened in

river is also heavily traveled by barges carrying

1870 by one such flood ,

sand, gravel, and construction materials to pri-

ing Turkey Island, Hatcher Island, and Jones Neck

vate wharves along the James .

along the James River are the results of the Corps

Sport boating and

I/

shorelands.
Watershed runoff and flood events are the prining affects the low areas in and around the river.

The

• EROSION

agent of erosion has little effect on the area's

ninety-nine percent of Henrico County's shoreIn Chesterfield

(The dotted line in Figure 3 represents

Thus, this

cipal erosion agents in the subject area.

Over

The a.mount and rate of

erosion depends upon both the composition of the

and power of the waves is dependent upon several

.for recreational purposes.

Figure 3 i s a drawing of a

typical river meander .

In other areas of the James, a primary agent

(The other cutoffs form-

fishing are prevalent from Dutch Gap south, espe-

of Engineers' channel ~nprovements, not natural

cially in the shallower meanders of the river.

scour.

These cutoffs would have been made naturally

11

As

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL RIVER MEANDER

Much of the erosion along the banks of the
ri vcr i;-; due to

II

fastest on the outside of the bend, in this case

weathering, 11 as it is largely a

simple downslope wasting of the bluffs by rain
runoff.

The erosion is compounded when trees

the Presque Island shoreline.

3 . 3 POTEUTIAL SHORE USE FOR THE CITY OF RICHrlIOND
AND THE COID.J'T IES OF HENRICO AND CHESTERFIELD

This area, as

Shoreland3 a.re

stated before, will erode .
There are other contributing factor~ in the

a

limited resource

:i.n

Virginia.

Thos.) near a metropolitan area such as Richmond

along the bluffs fall, carrying with them large

erosion of the island, mainly boat wakes and flood

are very limited, and as such should be preserved

amounts of soil,

waters .

in their natural state whenever poss i ~l~.

The Drewrys Bluff area (Figu.re

6) is one such example .

The river has very lit-

tle effect on most of this type of erosion.

Only

in times of extreme high wat er would the river

These elements , though, are not as de-

structive or prevalent as the other forces de-

unrealistic to think that all remaining shore-

scribed .

lands be preserved .

In summary, erosion is not a critical problem

become an eros i ve agent along parts of' the bluff

along the upper James River.

areas.

The normal river

In the
meanders , the outside of the bends are eroded .
This erosion, plus erosion caused by f lood waters,
tend to cut a new channel across the narrow neck
of land in the meanders. This occurred at Dutch
Gap in 1870 , though the other cutoffs were manmade, Table 1 is a summary of flood levels at
several stations along the river. Weathering of
the bluffs by rain runoff is another type of
erosion common along the James River.
current is a primary agent of erosi on .

Man is also a common erosive force along the

upper James River.

Boat wake erosion is man's

primary contribution.

Large ships traveling the

channel to Richmond leave a considerable wake,
In the narrow portions of the river, the wakes
can be very erosive .

Along the meanders not used

by large ships, tugs towing barges also leave
considerable wakes.

Though not a major erosion

cause, wakes from ships and smaller craft do con-

It is

What is needed in any area

is a balanced program of shoreline use .
needs of the area, of business

and

The

indust~7, and

the recreational demands of the people should be
taken into account in any type of planning.
There is an evident need in Richmond, Henrico ,

and Chesterf'ield for recreational areas.

Since

Richmond ' s shorelands are almost entirely used
by business and industry, any shorelands recreational facilities will have to be developed in
the cow1.ties.
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Potential Shore Use for the City of Richmond

tribute to erosion .
The portion of Presque Island bordering Turkey

City of Richmond ' s vacant land supply is nearly

Island Cutoff is severely eroding (see Figure 10) .

exhausted .

Erosion here can be attributed to a combination

for development because of susceptibility to

of factors.

flood ing (refer to Table 1), poor drainage, or

Character istic of a metropolitan area, the

The island is situated in the last

bend in the river above Hopewell,

To the west,

Much of the land left i~ not suitable

steep slopes .

Like other cities situated along

the river is about 1,100 feet wide; to the east,

rivers, industries are highly concentrated along

the river is 2,100 feet wide.

the shorelands.

On the west side

Because of the great intensity

of Presque Island, the fetch is S to N - 2 . 8 nau-

of use , public access to the river is hampered

tical miles.

and recreational opportunities are q_u.i te b.mi ted .

During stonns, wind generated waves

from the south are an important erosive agent to

The floods of 1969 and 1972 seriously affected

the east side of the cutoff.

many industrial and commerci?J concerns along

Normal meander current trends also affect this
part of the shoreline.

Richmond's shorelands.

Since the Turkey Island

This was especially true

of the prime industrial area of Shockoe Creek

Cutoff is in a bend in the river, the current is

12

and portions of the South Side .

Sections of

County a prime target for development by indus-

recreat i onal facilities.

these areas have deteriorated and some busi-

trial and business concerns and by residential

plai ns could be easily developed to accomodate

nesses have shut down .

developers.

picnickers and hikers .

If such flooding is al-

As already stated, the shorelands of

The county ' s flood
The flood waters could do

lowed to continue, further deterioration will

Richmond are heavily developed by industrial and

only minor damage if no permanent structures are

occur and, ultimately, the businesses will be

commercial endeavors .

built along the shore in the lowl ands.

forced to relocate.

shorela.nd in Chesterfield County suitable for

This would have a very se-

vere economic impact on Richmond.
The U. S . Army Corps of Engineers has made a

However, the amount of

It is logical to expect most development in

development is limited .

Chesterfield to continue to be located on or near

Development in Chesterfield County has taken

the major highways and I - 95 Interchanges rather

feasibility study of protecting the Richmond

place along the two major highways, I-95 and Route

than on the shoreline,

area from flooding to the height of the 100-year

301, which parallel one another from Richmond to

most of the county ' s shoreline seems best suited

storm flood level.

Petersburg.

for the area.

Thei r report , ~ompleted in

Business, commercial, industrial,

Low intensity usage along

Though flood prone, the lowlands

October, 1974 , presents a series of suggestions

and trucking concerns have all located here ,

aimed at protecting those areas where it is

of the shorela.nds close to Richmond are flood

needed recreational parks serving both the county

economically feas i ble and at lessening the losses

plains, where development is restricted by the

and Richmond with only a minimum of expense.

of those areas where protection is too costly.

county.

The areas where protection is feasible include

meanders are also too low for development .

the Shockoe Creek a r ea and parts of the South

those left, the land a l ong the old channel of the

Side .

James River, south of Farrar Island, has a moder-

The study is currently under review , but

Most

The i slands further downstream in the
Of

it will probably be at least eight to ten years

ate development potential.

before any construction is init i ated, given that

tion of the land (at least 100 feet) would make

the proposal s are passed and funding is appro-

access to the water very difficult and expensive.

priated.

Fonnal development here would not be because of

For those areas wher e protection i s too costly,
a series of nonstructural measures could be implemented .

Such measures would include improved

However, the eleva-

the usual water related potential but because of
the scenic qualities of the land and its location .
Development further south of Richmond is pos-

building codes, improved zoning regulations, and

sible, though the distance from the city detracts

flood proofing.

from commuter residence here.

Although such measures would not

It is possible that

eliminate flooding , they would diminish the extent

lands here could be developed for residential use

of the f lood damage.

for commuters to Hopewell and its chemical plants.

The National Flood Insurance

Program, now available to businesses located in

Though possible, the distance is still restrictive

the flood plain, is another such nonstructural aid.

for such development.
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The closeness of the metropol itan center of

along much of the shoreline could become much

3 . 33

Potential Shore Use for Henrico County

Our study area in Henrico County is served by
only one major road, Route 5.

traveled, businesses and industry have, for the
most part, ignored this section of the county.
The area from the James River inland to Route 5
is characterized by much unused l and and many
acres of farmland ,

Curles Neck Farm occupies

the entire Curles Neck area.

development i n Chesterfield County is ideal for

Richmond and the good access to that center vi a

low intensity recreational parks.

I-95 and Route 301 would seem to make Chesterfield

most metropol itan areas, has a shortage of

13

Richmond, like

Only in the areas

adjoining the City of Richmond are there any industrial and major residential developments.
Vari ous industries have located on the shoreline directly bordering Richmond.

The Fulton

Railroad Yards of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad lines are located behind the industries in
this section, providing ready transportation for
goods t o and from industries,

Much of the l and which is unsui table for formal

Though heavily

The industries,

but not the railroad yards, are located in the
f l ood plai n and are very susceptible to flooding
in the James.
The Richmond Heights area is located about

nine miles from Richmond.

From here north to

for low density recreational parks .

Fort Brady,

Richmond, the land has been developed for resi-

part of the Richmond National Battlefield Park,

dential usage.

is located just across from Hatcher Island .

This area has good, quick access

to the city and is ideal for commuters.

Houses

A

park in the adjacent area for camping, picnicking,

along this part of the river are placed at least

and other activities is a possible use here.

3,000 feet into the fastland .

the most part , the area is probably best left as

Cliffs rising from

For

50 to 150 feet are located about 1,800 feet into

a low density agricultural and residential com-

the fastland.

munity.

The lands toward the river from

the cliffs either are wooded or are used for agriculture.

There is no good access to this sparcely

used area .

This site has the potential to become

a much needed public recreational park.

There

are only limited shorelands left in the area suitable for recreational development.

The major

Most of the Curles Neck area is currently cont rolled by Curles Neck Fann.

Any development

would be at the expense of the present agricultural usage .

This area being prime agricultural

land, development here seems highly unlikely.
It can be expected, then, that most develop-

drawback for any type of development here is the

ment in Henrico County will continue to be lo-

lack of access .

cated close to Richmond.

Any road has to cross the cliffs

further inland in order to reach the area.
would be costly .

This

However, with few places along

The currently unused

land between Richmond Heights and the river holds
promise as a recreational area .

Though access

the shoreline available for public use , this area

to the area would be costly, these lands would

could prov~ worth the investment.

meet some of the demands for public recreational

Residential development will probably continue

facilit ies for Richmond and Henr"lco.

at Richmond Heights, as there is still much land
available .
division.

This area already has one major subOther subdivisions or extensions of

the existing one are very likely to be built in
the future.
Further from Richmond, at Dutch Gap, Route 5
is over four miles inland from the shore .

There

are only secondary roads located near the shoreiine.

The lands generally are used for agricul-

ture .

This area is probably too far from Rich-

mond to have a prime residential development potential.

Of course, there are probably numerous res-

idents here who do commute to jobs in the city.
The area ' s prime development potential would be
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TABLE 1

FLOOD LEVELS OF JAMES RIVER
(CITY OF RICHMOND, CHESTERFIELD AND HENRICO COUNTIES)

Miles Above Mouth

Area Name

Floods From 1877-1944
(Average Ft . Above M.S.L. )

August, 1969
Camille Flood

104.0

Richmond City Lock

103.8

Richmond Lock Gage

25.0

103.6

Eastern Steamshi p Co.

24 . 8

103.4

Rocketts Gage

24.1

99.7

DuPont Pumping Pl ant

19.4

99.0

Deep Water Terminal

20 . 9

98 .0

19. 3

97.5

I-95 Bridge , Interchange 7
Mouth Falli ng Creek

94.0

Lone Star Indus tries

92 , 2

Dutch Gap Power Plant

91.8

Aiken Swamp

11. 2

87.8

Meadowville

8.5

85 .1

Deepbott om Boat Landing

82.3

Jones Neck

73.6

Bermuda Hundred

72.7

Bermuda Hundred

SOURCE:

June , 1972
Agnes Flood

28 . 7
28.6

36.5

16. 9

19. 3
18.9
12.2
6,3

Unpublished report, Norfolk District, U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

FIGURE 4: Concrete and steel boat ramp faci l ity
near Richmond. This marina, ser iously damaged
from flood waters in the Camille storm of August,
1 969, has never reopened. Across the river is
the Richmond Upper Marine Terminal.
FIGURE 5: A composite photo showing part of the
Richmond Upper Marine Terminal fac ility. The
wooden bulkhead fronting an alongside pier no
longer has any protective value.
FIGURE 6: Drewrys Bluff area, Chesterfield
County. Cliff erosion here is caused by downhill rain runoff.
FIGURE 7 : Across from Drewrys Bluff, Henrico
County. This area is experiencing moderate
erosion , as evidenced by the falling trees .

Figure 7

Figure 6
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FIGURE 8: Close- up of beach material, Dutch
Gap, Chesterfield County.

FIGURE 9: Aerial view of gravel pits, west
of Turkey Island Creek, Henrico County.

Figure 8

Figure 9

FIGURE 10 : Shoreline of Presqui le National
Wildlife Refuge bordering Turkey Island Cutoff. This stretch of shoreline has recently
been experiencing severe erosion.

FIGURE 11: Across Turkey Island Cutoff
from Presque Isle. Erosion here is very
minor and is not a problem.

Figure 11

Figu re 10
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TABLE 3. HENRICO COUNTY, VIRG INIA SHORELANDS PHYSIOGRAPHY,
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TABLE 4. SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT SUBSEGMENT SUMMARY FOR CHESTERFIELD COUNTY, VIRGINIA
BEACH QUALITY

SHORE EROSION SITUATION

POTENTIAL USE ENHANCF2,te:11T

SJiORELANDS TYPE

C-1
CITY OP
RICFU,IOND
5 ,9 miles
(5 . 9 mi .
of fas tland)

PASTLAND : Low shore 83%, moderately low
shore 3%, moderately high shore 1~, moderately high shore with blu:ff 11,i',, and
high shore 2%,
SHORE : Fringe marsh 96% and artificially s~abilized 4%.
lfEARSHORE: Narrow. James River dredged
to 18-25 foot depths .

?ASTLAND : Indc1etrial .
SHORE: Access to boats at Richmond
Deepwater Terminal . Other mostly
unused .
NEARSHORE: Mainly commercial shipping
to Richmond .

Private . ex- Heavy industrial .
cept for
City-owned
Sewage Treatment Plant
and Richmond
Deepwa:;er
l'l'erminal .

No beaches .
Sevt.'rE, critical .
Flooding is caused
by heavy upstream
rains . Industry
and business are
threatened .

Slight or no change . Accretion from Goode Creek south Low. The already high density
to City limits . There is 1, 400 feet of effective bulk- industrial and commercial usage plus
head at Deepwater Terminal .
the severe flood hazard limits the
amount and scope of new development
along Richmond ' s shorelands .

C-2A

PASTLAND: Low shore 69%, moderately low
shore 9%, moderately high shore 4%, moderately high shore \'fith bluff 4%, high
shore 3%, and high shore with bluff 11%.
SHORE: Fringe marsh 92%, embayed marsh
6%, and artificially stabilized 2%.
IIEARSHORE : Narr ow throughout the subsegment .

FASTJ.AHD : Agricultural 36%, recreational 3%, industrial 11%, and unmanaged, wooded 50';11.
SHORE: Some recreational and industrial usage . '!ostly unused .
NEARSHORE : Primarily :for commercial
shipping . Some sport boating and
fishing .

Private , ex- Mostly industrial.
Some agricultural .
cept for
Federally
owned Port
Darling .

Moderate , noncritico.l.

No beaches .

r.toderate, noncritical f mile north of Proctors Creek .
Slight or no change elsewhere . There is 800 feet of
effective bulkhead near the gravel pits north of
Proctors Creek .

Low. Fort Darling is a federally
owned park. Thereat of t he shorelands are flood plains . Development would be very costly .

PASTLAND : Low shore 61%, moderately
low shore 7%, moderately high shore 11'/,,
moderately high shore with bluff 2%,
high shore 1'/,, and high shore with bluff
17%,
SHORE: Fringe marsh 66'/,, extensive
marsh 27%, artificially stabilized 6%,
and embayed marsh 1%.
NEARSHORE: Narr ow 25:lt The rest of the
nearshor e is too shallow for classificat i on .

PASTLAND : Agricultural 36%. residential 3%, industrial 91,, and unmanaged,
wooded 52%.
SHORE: Industrial at the power plant .
Elsewhere , recreational usage .
llEARSHORE : Mostly commercial shipping . Some sport boating, fishing,
and other water sports .

Private, except for
County-owned
boat ramp at
the VEPCO
power plant .

Mostly industrial .
:,:ix-cure of agricultural, business , and residential along Old
Channel .

Moderate, noncri tical, except for
3 houses on Hatcher Island and
for one house on
Farrar Island,
which are critical

!lo beaches .

Slight or no change to moderate, noncritical . Several
areas in the meanders of the river are accreting at
2 .0 to 6 .7 feet per year. There is riprap along half
of VEPCO ' s shoreline .

Low for the islands in the meander
and for the VEPCO area. The area
along the ol d channel o:f the James
River, south of Farrar Island , has
moderate development potential .

PASTLAND:
shore 1~,
moderately
high eho1·e

PASTLAND : Agricultural 58%, residen- Private .
tial 4%, industrial 2%, and unmanaged,
wooded 36'/,.
SHORF. : Mostly WlUSed .
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping,
fishing, sport boating and other
water sports .

Agricultural and
heavy industrial .

Low, noncritical .
All fastland is
hiBh enough to
withstand floods .

Poor. A thin
beach at top
of Jones Neck .

Slight or no change to moderate, noncritical .
accretion in several areas ,

Low. The present use as a low
density residential area seems
best . Some areas with potential
development lac!< good access .

PASTLAND : Low shore .
SHORE: Extensive marsh 67% and fringe
marsh 33'/,.
NEARSHORE: Narrow 09%. The rest of the
subsegment nearshore included 1n
Figur es for C-3C .

PASTLAND: Preserved as a llational
Federal.
Wildlife RefUgt. .
SHORE: Unused , except for a ferry
dock .
NEARSHORE : Commercial shipping to
Richmond . Also used for sport boating
and fishing .

Agricultural .

Low, noncriticul .

No beaches .

Slight or no change to severe, noncritical . The shore- None . The area's status as a
line facing Turkey Island Cutoff has severe erosion .
National '/lildlife Refuge prec .udes
Accretion on the eastern side of the island .
any development on the island .

PASTLAIID: Low shore 79%, moderately low
shore 11~, and moderately high shore
10%.
SHORE: Entirely fringe marsh .
NEARSHORE : Narrow 02<( and intermediate
18%.

FASTLAND: Agricultural 6~, residen- Private .
tial 7%, industrial 11%, and unmanaged, wooded 13%.
SHORE: Mostly unused, except for
Presquile Perry dock .
:iF.ARSHORE : Commercial shipping to
Richmond . Some sport boating and
fishing .

:.ow, noncritical.
;,,ostly heavy industrial with some
agricultural .

No beaches .

Slight or no change to moderate , noncritical . Accretion south of Turkey Island Cutoff of 7 .3 feet per
year.

Low. Present low density agricultural usage beet suited for the
area .

PASTLAITT> : Moderately low shore 59%,
moderately high shore 14(, moderately
high shore l'lith bluff 8%, high shore
10%, and high shore with bluff 9%.
SHORE : Entirely extensive marsh ,
NEARSHORE: llarrol'I 77% ancl intermediate
23%.

FASTLAND : Agricultural 17%, reeidential 24%, and wunanaged , wooded 591,.
SHORE : :.lostly unused . So:ne waterfowl hunting .
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping to
Petersburg . Sport boating, 1~shing,
and other water sports .

Agricultural, except some residential into the
fastland .

No beaches .

Slight or no change .

Low. h'xtenei ve marsh covers the
shoreline . Behind this, the fastlands are already developed as residential areas . South of Shand
Cr eek, ther e is an unpopulated area
t hat could be developed for low
intensity recreation .

DJU.1,\'fRYS
BLUPP AREA

~

6 , 7 miles
(7 .7 mi.
of fas-eland)

C-2B
PARRAR
ISLAND AREA
13 ,8 miles
(13.0 mi.
of fastland)

C-3A
JONES NECK
AREA

11.0 milee
(11 . 2 mi .
of fastland)

C-3B
P~QUILE

WIIJ>LIPE
REPUGE
7 .O miles
(3 ,8 mi .
of fastland)

NAT ,

C-3C
BERMUDA
HIJNDRED

2 ,7 miles
(2 ,7 mi .
of fastland)

C-4
APPOMATTOX
RIVER
4 .0 miles
(4 , 4 mi .

of fastland)

9%.

Low shore 59%, moderately low
moderately high shore 7~,
high shore with bluff 1t,
6%, and high ahore with bluff

SHORE : Fringe marsh 55~ and extensive
marsh 45%,
NEARSHORE: Narrow 97't. The rest of
the nearshore is too shallow for classifi cation ,

SHORELANllS USE

OWNERSHIP

fo'LOOD HAZARD

SUDSEG!.rnNT

Private .

ZOIHNG
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Moderate, noncrltical .

Some

TABLE 5. SHORELINE SITUATION REPORT SUBSEGMENT SUMMARY FOR HENRICO COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENT

SHORELANDS TYPE

SHORELANDS USE

H-lA
CITY OF
RICHMOND
1 . 2 miles

FASTLJ\ll'D: Low shore 5~ and moderately
low shore 5~.
SHORE : Artificially stabilized 17% and
fringe marsh 83%,
NEARSHORE: Narrow . There is a dredged
channel maintained to an 18 foot depth.

FASTLJ\ND: Industrial ,
SHORE: Access to boats at Richmond
Upper Marine Terminal and loading
sand on barges elsewhere .
NEARS HORE: Commercial shipping .
Kanawha Canal used as dockage :for
small boats .

(1 . 2 mi.
of fastland)
H-11l

RICHMOND
HEIGHTS AREA
5 , 1 miles
(5 . 1 mi,
of fastland)

01'/NERSHIP

Private, ex- Heavy industrial ,
cept for
City-owned
Richmqnd Opper Marine
Terminal.

Private .
FASTLAND : Low shore 46%, moderately low FASTLAND : Agricultural 42%, indusshore 41%, high shore 7%, and high shore trial 1%, and urunanaged, wooded 3%,
SHORE: Some fishing, mostly unused.
with bluff 7%,
NEARSHORE : Commercial shipping .
SHORE: Entirely :fringe marsh ,
NEARS HORE : Narrow . Channel maintained
to depths of 18 to 25 feet .

Mostly general
industrial, some
agricultural ,

Private , ex- Light industrial,
residential, and
cept for
agricultural .
Federallyovmed Fort
Brady .

FASTLAND: Low shore 64%, moderately low
shore 3%, moderately low shore with
bluff 1%, moderately high shore 2%, moderately high shore with bluff 13%, high
shore 1%, and high shore with bluff 14%,
SHORE: Fringe marsh 98% and artificially stabilized 2%.
NEARSHORE: Narrow 71%. 2% of the
waters a;roe t oo shallow for classification.

FASTLAND: Agricultural 55%, unmanaged, wooded 37'1,, residential 7%,
and recreational lj\).
SHORE: Mostly unused .
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping to
Richmond . Some sport boating and
fishing around Hatcher Island ,

H-2B
DUTCH GAP TO
DEEP BOTTOM
6 , 3 miles
(5 ,6 mi ,
of fastland)

FASTLAND : Low shore 68%, moderately low
shore wit h bl uff 8%, and modeULtsly high
shore wit h bl uff 23%,
SHORE: Fringe marsh 9~ and extensive
marsh 1~.
NEARSRORE: Narrow 62%. The remaining
nearehore is too shallow to be classified .

FASTLAND : AgricultuFS.l 74%, residen- Private .
tial 7%, and unmanaged, wooded 1CJ!,.
SHORE: Mostly unused . Parts used for
private recreation .
NEARSHORE : Commercial shipping to
Richmond . Also water sports, sport
fishing and boating .

R-3
CURLES NECK
13 , 6 miles
(10 .8 mi ,
of fa.atland)

FASTLAND: Low shore 46%, moderately low
shore 47%, moderately high shore 5%, and
moderately high shore with bluff 1%.
SHORE: Fringe marsh 4~, embayed marsh
12%, and extensive marsh 49%.
NEARSRORE : Narrow 64% . The 1•emaining
nearshore is too shallow to be classified .

FASTLAND : Agricultural 7~, residen- Private, ex- Agricultural,
cept for
tial 7%, and unmanaged, wooded 23%,
SHORE: Sport boating and fishing in State-owned
boat landing
Curles Neck Swamp .
west of
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping in
Bailey Creek.
channel , Elsewhere, sport boating,
fishing, and water sports .

H-2A
CHAFFIN BLUFF
AREA
10 . 0 miles
(10 . 0 mi.

of fastland)

FLOOD HAZARD

ZONING

Agricultural .

:BEACH QUALITY

SHORE EROSION SITUATION

POTENTIAL USE ENHANCDilENT

Severe, critical .
Flooding from ups tream rains cause
heavy damage to
industry here .

No beaches .

!fa data on erosion.

Area appears stable , Bulkhead
at Opper Marine Terminal partly o:f concrete and Jl&rtly
of wood . Wooden bulkhead in disrepair and o:f little
use .

Low. Area already high intensity
industrial usage . Kanawha Canal
could be reopened for pleasure
cruises and sight-seeing trips .

Moderate, critical
and noncritical .
Industry along the
shoreline endangered by floodj,ng ,

No beaches .

Slight or no change . Parts are secreting at rates up
to 2 , 9 feet per year .

Low. The land near the water is
very susceptible to flooding .
Though not suitable for :formal ·
development , some of these lands
could be used as public recreational
nature trails or parks ,

Uoderate, critical No beaches .
and noncritical .
Several places are
susceptibl e to
flooding .

r,:oderate, noncri ti cal . Only marsh
areas are flooded .

No beaches .

Moderate , noncrit- No beaches .
ical , Only Curles
Neck Swamp is affected by :flooding.

,,:.
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Slight or no change to moderate, noncritical . Erosion Moderate . Several areas now used
for agriculture are suitable for
at Chaffin :Bluff and near Fort Brady. Some effective
development . f/ith demand for land
riprap at a residence south of Kingsland Road .
increasing 1n Richmond, area will
probably be developed . Low-lying
lands would make nice public picnic
and camping area .

Slight or no change to severe, noncritical . Dutch
Gap has eroded at a rate o:f 6 . 1 feet per year.

Low . Though most lands are suitable
for development, they are too far
from Richmond and Route 5 to be considered prime targets for expansion ,
The present low density usage seems
best suited for the area ' s present
needs .

Slight or no change to severe, noncritical, Erosion
of 3 , 0 feet per year on east side of Curles Neck
Swamp . Accretion of 2 . 2 to 2 .8 feet per year at
other areas .

Low. Curles Neck is a prime agricultural area. Little or no development could take place unless the
agricultural lands were to be
sacrificed .

CITY OF RICHMOND, HENRICO COUNTY PORTION
SUBSEGMENT H-1A (Map 2)
EXTENT: 6,400 feet (1.2 mi.) of shoreline from
the I-95 bridge to the Richmond City Limits .
The subsegment also includes 6,400 feet (1.2
mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND: Low shore 50% (3,200 ft.) and moderately low shore 50% (3,200 ~.).
SHORE: Artificially stabilized 17% (1,100 ft .)
and fringe marsh 83% (5,300 ft.) .
NEARSHORE: Narrow. There is a dredged channel
up to the Kanawha Channel maintained to a depth
of 18 feet .
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND: Industrial. The Richmond Upper
Marine Terminal i s situated just south of
Gillie Creek.
SHORE: The shore zone here is very narrow.
The only usage would be access to boats, especially for loading and unloading cargo and
supplies at the Richmond Upper Marine Terminal .
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping to Richmond
Upper Marine Terminal wharf, barges to private
wharves just south. The Kanawha Canal is generally used as a dockage by small, private
boats.
SHORELINE TREND:
NNW - SSE.

The subsegment trends generally

OWNERSHIP: Private, except for the city-owned
Richmond Upper Marine Terminal.
ZONING : The entire subsegment is zoned heavy
i ndustrial.

BEACH QUALITY:
segment.

There are no beaches in the sub-

SUBSEGMENT H-1B (Maps 2 and 3)

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: No data available .
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES: No data available.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : There is about
900 feet of bulkheading at the Upper Marine
Terminal primarily for retaining fill. Much
of it is concrete and is in good condition.
The wooden bulkheading fronting a marginal
wharf here is in a state of deterioration and
is now of little value. There is approximately
200 feet of bulkheading at the mouth of the
Kanawha Canal. This lower section of the canal
is now used as a navigable harbor and dock for
small boats.
Suggested Action : Repair areas of bulkheading
presently in disrepair.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES: There is a 750 foot marginal wharf at the Upper Marine Terminal and
several smaller piers just south of there.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT: The highly intensified
industrial usage of the subsegment precludes
any other usage for most of the area. The Kanawha Canal, listed on the National Register of
Historic Places, could be reopened for pleasure
cruises and sight-seeing trips.
MAPS :

PHOTOS :

RICHMOND HEIGHTS AREA, HENRICO COUNTY, VIRGINIA

USGS, 7. 5 Min. Ser. (Topo.), RICHMOND
Quadr., 1964, Pr. 1968 .
C&GS, #53 1, 1:20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 C-H-1-1A/05-08.
Ground-VIMS 13Aug75 HR-1A/1-8, 16-18.

FLOOD HAZARD : Severe, critical . Richmond is subjected to all major floods in the river basin.
Flooding here usually occurs in the winter and
spri ng months, though the Agnes and Camille
flooding, the worst since ·1771, occurred in
June and August respectively. In 1972, the
Agnes. flood waters crested at 36.51 feet above
M.S.L. The predi cted 100 year storm level for
Richmond is 34.9 feet above M.S . L. The business community along the river is severely endangered by flooding and the resultant damages
can be staggering .

EXTENT: 27,000 feet (5. 1 mi.) of shoreline from
the end of Richmond City Limits to the end of
Richmond City water. The subsegment i,ncludes
27,000 feet (5.1 mi.) of fastland .
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND: Low shore 46% (12,400 ft.), moderately low shore 41% (11,000 ft.), high shore
7% (1,800 ft.), and high shore with bluff 7%
( 1 , 800 ft • ) •
SHORE: E-rttirely fringe marsh (27,000 ft.).
NEARSHORE: Narrow. There is a dredged channel maintained to depths of 18 and 25 feet
from north to south respectively.
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND: Agricultural 42% ( 11 , 400 ft. ) industrial 19% (5,200 ft . ), and unmanaged, 'wooded 39% (10,400 ft .).
SHORE: Some fishing, mostly unused.
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping to the Richmond Deepwater Terminal and Upper Marine Terminal. Barges carrying gravel and construction mater:Lals go to privatel y owned wharves
upstream.
SHORELINE TREND: The shoreline trends basically
N - Sin this subsegment.
OWNERSHIP:

Private.

ZONING : Mostly general industrial to .5 miles
from the subsegment end. Agricultural zoning
from there to the end of the subsegment .
FLOOD HAZARD: Moderate, critical and noncritical.
Flooding here, as in Subsegment H-1A, can be
the result of severe summer stonns, upstream
storm runoff, or remnants of tropical storms.
The shorelands along this narrow part of the
river are very vulnerable to ~loading. The
industries along the river suffered greatly
from the Agnes and Camille floods of 1969 and
1972 respectively.
BEACH QUALITY:
segment.
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There are no beaches in this sub-

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change for the
northern portion of the subsegment . The remaining part has been accreting at an historical rate of 2,9 feet per year.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : None.
Suggested Action :

No action is needed.

OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES:

None .

POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT: Low. Though this area
has a great deal of land currently either unused or under agricultural usage, this land,
especially near the river, is susceptible to
f l ooding. Any development should be placed
well i nto the fastland , Some of the lands near
the shore could be used for public recreational
nature trails or other such low intensity recreational usage.
MAPS :

PHCWOS :

USGS, 7,5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), RI CHMOND
Quadr., 1964 , Pr. 1968.
USGS, 7, 5 Min . Ser, (Topo,), DREWRYS BLUFF
Quadr., 1969 ,
C&GS, #531, 1 : 20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point t o Ri chmond, 1971 ,
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 C-H-1B/09- 19.
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CHAFFIN BLUFF AREA , HENRICO COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENT H-2A (Maps 3 and 4)
EXTENT : 52,800 feet (10,0 mi , ) of shoreline from
the end of Richmond City waters to Dutch Gap .
The subsegment also includes 52,800 feet ( 10.0
mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Low shore 64% (34 , 000 ft . ), moderately low shore 3% (1,800 ft . ) , moderately low
shor e with bl uff 1% (600 ft . ), moderately high
shore 2% (1,200 ft,), moderately high shore
with bluff 13% (7,000 ft.), high shore 1%
(600 ft ,) , and high shore with bluff 14%
(7,600 ft. ).
SHORE: Fringe marsh 98% (52 , 000 ft . ) and
artifi ciall y stabi li zed 2% (800 ft.).
NEARSHORE : Narrow 71% (37 , 600 ft . ). The rest
of the subsegment ' s waters are less than 12
feet in depth .
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND : Agricu ltural 55% (28 800 ft . ), unmanaged, wooded 37% (19,800 ft.), residential
7% (3,600 ft.), and recreational 1% (600 ft.).
There is a marina at the end of Kingsland Road
and one at Fort Brady. This commercial usage
is too small to be tabulated.
SHORE : Mostly unused . The Tidewater Yacht
Agency shore is used for access to the water.
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping to Richmond
comprises most nearshore usage. There is also
sport fishing around Hatcher Island .
SHORELINE TBEND :
NW - SE,

The shoreline trends basically

OWNERSHIP: Privat e , except for Fort Brady, part
of a Ci vil War Battlefield, which is federally
owned.
ZONING : The section from the start of the subsegment almost to Chaffin Bluff is zoned l ight
indust r ial , The Chaffin Bluff area is zoned
residential. The rest of the subsegment is
zoned· agricultural.
FLOOD HAZA.RD : Moderate, critical and noncritical.
Most r esi dences i n the subsegment are on land
sufficiently high to withstand flooding . However, several places, namely the Tidewater

Yacht Agency and several residences along the
shoreline, are endangered by flood waters .
BEACH QUALITY:
segment.

MAPS :

There are no beaches in this sub-

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change to moderate,
noncritical, The two areas of erosion are
around Chaffin Bluff and near Fort Brady. The
area north of Cornelius Creek has lost an average of 1, 5 feet per year histori cally. Th e
area west of Fort Brady has a retreat of 2.0
feet per year. There are also sever al a r eas
which have been accreting at rates f rom 1,3
to 2 , 9 feet per year.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None .
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : There is approximately 800 feet of riprap at a residence south
of Kingsland Road. It seems effective at the
present .
Suggested Action :

None at present .

OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES : There are several boathouses and associated piers at the marina at
Fort Brady. The Tidewater Yacht Agency has 22
housed boatslips and 20 open slips. Wooden
bulkheading along the banks is for retaining
fill and for stopping boat wake erosion. The
marina here has a concrete boatramp.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT: Moderate. Several
areas in the subsegment offer room for some
development . The area from the subsegment
start to Chaffin Bluff, though mostl y undeveloped, is currently used for agriculture. Developmental pressures wil l increase for this
land as other spots are developed. If development for residential use does take pl ace
here, several things should be t aken into consideration. First, one ·t;hird of this ar ea is
below the 10-foot contour. This land is very
susceptible to flooding and thus, dev elopment
here should be cautioned. Also , any development in the area should be set back into t he
fastland to be protected from erosion of the
shoreline.
Some type of low intensity recreati onal activities could take place along the shorel ands .
Nature trails for hiking and picnicking, and
camping facilities are some alternati ves. Such
low investment recreational areas are much
needed in the Richmond area.
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PHOTOS:

USGS, 7 , 5 Min.Ser. ( Topo . ) , DREWRYS BLUFF
Quadr., 1969,
USGS, 7 , 5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DUTCH GAP
Quadr. , 1969,
C&GS, #531, 1: 20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 C-H-2A/20-32;
C-H-2BA/33-52.
Ground-VIMS 13Aug75 HR-·2A/19-21, 27, 32 ,
37,

DUTCH GAP TO DEEP BOTTOM, HENRICO COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENT H-2B (Maps 4 and 5)
EXTENT: 33,400 feet (6.3 mi , ) of shoreline from
Dutch Gap to Deep Bottom. The subsegment includes 29,800 feet (5.6 mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Low shore 68% (20,400 ft.), moderately low shore with bluff 8% (2,400 ft.), and
moderately high shore with bluff 23% (7,000
ft.) .
SHORE: Fringe marsh 90% (30,000 ft.) and
extensive marsh 10% (3,400 ft.).
NEARSHORE: Narrow 62% (20,800 ft.). The
remaining nearshore is too shallow to be
classified.
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND : Agricultural 74% (22,200 ft .) , residential 7% (2{000 ft . ), and unmanaged, wooded
19% ( 5 , 600 ft • J •
SHORE : Parts of the shore are used for private recreation. Most of the shoreland is
unused .
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping i n the channel .
Elsewhere in the subsegment, usage consists of
water sports, sport fishing, and boating.

erosion, losing 6.1 feet per year historically.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : None.
Suggested Action: No action is deemed necessary at the present time . The eroding area at
Dutch Gap is uninhabited so protective devices
there are not feasible at this time.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES: There are several piers
located in the Varina Fann area.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT : Low. The majority of
the shorelands here are used for agricultural
purposes . These lands, though suitable for
development, are not located close enough to
Richmond or to Route 5 to be considered a
prime area of potential development. The present low density residential - agricultural
usage seems best suited for the area's present
needs.
MAPS:

PHOTOS :

USGS, 7 , 5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DUTCH GAP
Quadr., 1969,
C&GS, #531, 1:20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 H-C-2-3A/53-66.
Ground-VIMS 13Aug75 HR-2B/42-46.

WIND AND SEA EXPOSURE: The shoreline first trends
basically E - W, then NE - SW. At Dutch Gap,
there is a fetch from the east of 2.1 nautical
miles.
OWNERSHIP:
ZONING:

/

Private •

Agricultural.

FLOOD HAZARD: Moderate, noncritical. Flooding
here, as in t h e other segments, is due to the
runoff of heavy upstream rains. The marsh
area from just southwest of Deep Bottom to the
channel is susceptible to flooding, but no
structures are endangered.
BEACH QUALITY:
segment.

There are no beaches in the sub-

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change to severe,
noncritical. Though most of the subsegment is
fairly stabl e , Dutch Gap is experiencing severe
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CURLES NECK, HENRICO COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SEGMENT H-3 (Maps 5 and 6)
EXTENT : 71,800 feet (13.6 mi.) of shoreline from
Deep Bottom to the head of Turkey Island Creek.
The segment also includes 56,800 feet (10.8 mi.)
of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Low shore 46% (26,400 ft .), moderately low shore 47% (26,800 ft .), moderately
high shore 5% (3,000 ft.;, and moderately high
shore with bluff 1% (600 ft.) .
SHORE: ~ringe marsh 40% (29,000 ft.), embayed
marsh 12% (8,600 ft.), and extensive marsh 48%
( 34, 200 ft . ) .
NEAR.SHORE : Narrow 64% (46,000 ft.). The rest
of the nearshore is too shal low to be classified.
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND: Agricultural 70% (39,600 ft.), residential 7% (4,000 ft.), and unmanaged , wooded
23% (13,200 ft . ).
SHORE: In the Curles Neck Swamp, there is
sport boating and fishing . Elsewhere, usage is
limited to access to the nearshore waters.
NEARSHORE: There is commercial shippi ng to
Richmond in the dredged channel . Elsewhere,
sport boating and fishing, and other water
sports constitute the nearshore usage .
SHORELINE TREND: The shoreline meanders around a
NW - SE trend.
OWNERSHIP: Private, except for a state-owned boat
landing west of Bailey Creek.
ZONING:

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change to severe,
noncritical. There has been severe erosion on
the east side of Curles Neck Swamp, just south
of the mouth of the creek . Here, the marsh has
lost 3,0 feet per year historically. At the
southern bank of the creek mouth, the marsh has
lost 1.0 feet per year. Picketts Wharf also
has moderate erosion. Elsewhere in the segment
Point Bremo, Turkey Island Creek mouth, and the'
southeastern part of Curles Neck Swamp have been
accreting at rates of 2.2 to 2.8 feet per year.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES: None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES: No apparent protective structures. There may be some sort of
defense structures at the numerous wharves located in the segment, but none could be ascertained from VIMS aerial photography of the
area.
Suggested Action: None. The cost of protecting the eroding marsh areas would probably be
prohibitive. Erosion to the fastland here is
mainly due to rain runoff down the steep cliffs
found along much of the shorelands.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURE:>: There is a boat ramp just
to the west of Bailey Creek. There are numerous piers spaced throughout the segment.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT: Low. Curles
a prime agricultural area. Little or
nificant development could take place
less the agricultural area were to be
ficed.
MAPS:

Agricultural.

FLOOD HAZARD: Moderate, noncritical. The segment
is subject to flooding caused by heavy upstream
rains. Most of the fastland here is of sufficient height to be little affected by the waters.
The f lood waters of the Agnes storm in June,
1972, crested at 12.2 feet above M. S.L. at Deepbottom Landing. Usually, only the Curles Neck
Swamp and other marsh areas are inundated by
flood waters. No structures are endangered.
BEACH QUALITY:
ment.

PHOTOS:

Neck is
no sigh ere unsacri-

USGS, 7,5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), ROXBURY
Quadr. , 1965.
USGS, 7,5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DUTCH GAP
Quadr., 1969,
USGS, 7,5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), HOPEWELL
Quadr., 1969,
C&GS, #531, 1: 20,000 scale, JAME3 RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 H-C 3-3A/67-89.
Ground-VIMS

90ct75 HR-3/64-68 .

There are no beaches in the seg-
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CITY OF RICHMOND , CHESTERFIELD COUNTY PORTION
SEGMENT C-1 (Maps 2 and 3)
EXTENT: 31,200 feet (5.9 mi.) of shoreline from
the I-95 bridge, south, to the Richmond City
limits . The subsegment also includes 31,200
feet (5 . 9 mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Low shore 83% (25,800 ft . ), moderately low shore 3% (800 ft.) , moderately high
shore 1% (400 ft.), moderately high shore with
bluff 11% ( 3 ,600 ft .), and high shore 2% (600
ft. ).
SHORE: Artificially stabilized 4% (1,400 ~ .)
and fringe marsh 96% (29,800 ft.).
NEARSHORE : Narrow. There is a maintained ,
dredged channel to the Richmond Lock . Dredged
depths are 18 feet from the Lock, south, to
Richmond Deepwater Terminal and 25 feet from
there to the mouth of the river.
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND: Industrial. Industries in the segment include the Richmond Deepwater Terminal
and the Sewage Treatment Plant near the bridge .
SHORE : The shore here is very thin, having no
beaches or extensive or embayed marshes . Usage
would consist of boat access, especially at the
Deepwater Terminal.
NEARSHORE : Usage consists mainly of commercial
shipping to the city wharves. Upstream from
the wharves, usage is restricted to small boats .
SHORELINE TRENIJ:
this segment .

The shoreli ne trends N - Sin

OWNERSHIP: Private, except for the Sewage Treatment Plant and Richmond Deepwater Terminal,
which are city owned.

caused heavy damage to the Southside area business es and industries .
BEACH QUALITY :
ment.

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE : Historically, accretion has been
from 2,9 to 3 . 2 feet per year from just north
of Goode Creek, south, to the city limits .
Elsewhere i n the segment, there has been slight
or no change in the shoreline .
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES: None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : 1,400 feet of
effective bulkheading, mostly at the Richmond
Deepwater Terminal. Some bulkheadi ng of steel
i nterlocking sheet pile is located at the entrance to an unused concrete boat ramp - marina facility. This is mainly to combat boat
wak~ eros i on which could cause washing behind
the marina's structures.
Suggested Action : No further action seems
necessary, since ·bhe segment ' s shoreline is
either relatively stable or accreting .
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES : There is a 1,250 foot
pier parallel to the shore at the Richmond
Deepwater Terminal. Another pier is located
at the sewage treatment plant .
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT: Low. This area is
already densely developed for various industri es and businesses . If any development
should take place here, much effort and consideration shoul d be given to the area ' s severe
flood hazard. Buildings should be flood
proofed to limit the damage caused by floods.
MAPS :

ZONING: The entire segment is zoned heavy industrial.
FLOOD HAZARD : Severe, critical, Though the James
River here is considered tidal, flooding is due
to upstream runoff from severe storms . This
area was inundated with flood waters by both
t h e Agnes and Camille storms of 1972 and 1969
respectively. The Agnes flood waters crested
at 36.51 feet above M.S .L.; the Camille waters
crested at 28 . 61 feet above M,S.L. Both storms

There are no beaches in this seg-

PHOTOS :

USGS, 7,5 Min .Ser. (Topo.), RICHMOND
Quadr., 1964, Pr. 1968.
USGS , 7 , 5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DREWRYS BLUFF
Quadr,, 1969 .
C&GS, #531, 1: 20,000 scale , JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond , 1971,
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 C-H 1-1A/05-19,
Ground-VIMS

90ct75 CF-1/9.
13Aug75 CF-1/ 10-15 ,
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DREWRYS BLUFF AREA, CHESTERFIELD COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENT C-2A (Maps 3 and 4)
EXTENT : 35,600 feet (6,7 mi,) of shoreline from
the end of Richmond City Limits to Proctors
Creek. The subsegment also includes 40,800
feet (7,7 mi,) of fast land.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND: Low shore 69% (28,000 ft.), moderately low shore 9% (3,800 ft . ), moderately high
shore 4% (1,600 ft .), moderately high shore
with bluff 4% (1,600 ft .), high shore 3% (1,200
ft .), and high shore with bluff 11% (4,600 ft .).
SHORE: Fringe marsh 92% (32,800 ft. ) , embayed
marsh 6% (2,000 ft.), and artificially stabilized 2% (800 ft.).
NEARSHORE : Narrow for the entire length of
the subsegment.
SHORELANDS USE
FASTL.AND: Agricultural 36% (14,600 ft.), recreational 3% (1,200 ft.), industrial 11% (4 400
ft.), and unmanaged, wooded 50% (20,600 ft .).
SHORE : Some recreational and industrial usage,
mostly unused.
NEARSHORE: Primarily used for commercial shipping to Richmond. The nearshore is also used
for sport boating and fishing.
SHORELINE TREND :
NW - SE.

The shoreline trends basically

OWNERSHIP: Private, except for the federally
owned Richmond National Battlefield Park (Fort
Darling, a Civil War fort).

PRESENT SHOBE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change to moderate, noncritical. The area of most erosion is
approximately! mile north of Proctors Creek,
where the historical rate has been 1. 1 feet per
year.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES: None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES: There is 800 feet
of bulkheading near the gravel pits about 1t
miles north of Proctors Creek. It seems to be
working satisfactorily.
Sugges ted Action:

None for the present.

OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES: There is a pier with boat
slips at the mouth of Falling Creek. An oil
wharf is located at Drewrys Bluff. There is
also a pier with slips associated with the
bulkheading north of Proctors Creek.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT : Low. Except for the
immediate area around Drewrys Bluff, most of
the area ' s shorelands are flood plains. These
areas are very susceptible to flooding and
caution should be used in any type of development here .
MAPS :

PHOTOS:

USGS, 7. 5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DBEWRYS BLUFF
Quadr. , 1969,
C&GS, #531 , 1 : 20,000 scale, J.AJIIIES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Ja.n75 C-H-2A 20.... 32.
Ground-VIMS 13Aug75 CF-2A/22-26, 28-30,

SUBSEGMENT C-2B (Map 4)
EXTENT: 72,600 feet (13.8 mi.) of shoreline from
Proctors Creek to Dutch Gap. The subsegment
includes 72,600 feet (13.s mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Low shore 61% (44,400 ft.), moderately low shore 7% (5,200 ft.), moderately high
s~ore 11% (7,800 ft.), moderately high shore
with bluff 2% (1,800 ft . ), high shore 1% (800
ft.), and high shore with bluff 17% (12,600 ft.).
S~ORE: Fringe marsh 66% (47,800 ft.), extensive marsh 27% (19,800 ft.), artificially stabilized 6% (4,000 ft.), and embayed marsh 1%
( 1 , 000 ft • ) •
NEARSHORE : Narrow 25% (18,200 ft.). The rest
of the nearshore does not reach 12 feet in
depth.
SHORELANDS USE
~AST~ND: Agricultural 36% (26,200 ft.), residential 3% (2,000 ft .), industrial 9% (6,600
ft.), and unmanaged, wooded 52% (37,800 ft.).
SHORE: Where the power plant is located, the
shore usage is industrial. Elsewhere in the
subsegment, especially along the Old Channel 1
usage is recreational.
NEARSHORE: There is commercial shipping
through the Aiken Swamp - Dutch Gap Cutoff to
the VEPCO power plant wharf and to the terminals in Richmond. Around Hatcher Island and
along the Old Channel at Farrar Island, nearshore usage consists of boating, sport fishing,
and other water sports.
SHORELINE TREND: The channel trends basically
WNW - ESE. The shoreline has several wide
meanders, combined making a figure 8.

ZONING: Mostly zoned industrial. The area around
Fort Darling is zoned agricultural.
FLOOD HAZARD: Moderate, noncritical . Heavy upstream rains cause flooding in areas of the
subsegment. An average of historical flood
levels here range from 16.9 feet to 11.2 feet
above M.S.L. The Agnes flood of June, 1972
crested at a level of 19,3 feet above M.S.L .
at the Lone Star Industries property on Willis
Road .
BEACH
QUALITY:
segment.

FARRAR ISLAND AREA, CHESTERFIELD COUNTY, VIRGINIA

OWNERSHIP: Private, except for a county-owned
boat ramp near the VEPCO power plant.
ZONING:
Along
land,
ness,

There are no beaches in this sub-

Mostly zoned industrial on the James.
the Old Channel across from Farrar Iszoning ranges from agricultural to busiwith some residential.

FLOOD HAZARD : Moderate, noncritical for most of
the subsegment; severe, critical for three
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structures on Hatcher Island and for one house
on Farrar Island . The flood waters of the
Camille storm (1969) crested at 13.7 feet above
M.S .L. at the VEPCO Power Plant at Dutch Gap.
The Agnes flooding (1972) crested at 18.9 feet
above M.S . L. at the Aiken Swamp Gage. Historically, flood waters at Aiken Swamp have averaged 11.2 feet above M.S.L .
BEACH QUALITY:
segment.

There are no beaches in this sub-

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE : The erosion rate ranges from
slight or no change to moderate, noncritical.
There are also several areas of accreti on. The
area of most erosion has been the far westerly
side of Farrar Island, which historically, has
lost 2 .7 feet per year. The tips of Hatcher
and Farrar Islands at Dutch Gap have been losing 1. 6 feet per year historically. Elsewhere,
the northern-most part of Hatcher Island has
been gaining 2 .0 feet per year; the area of
Farrar Island southwest of the power plant +6 . 7
feet per year , and the area almost at the subsegment ' s end +4.5 feet per year.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None at present. One
house on the southwestern tip of Hatcher Island is encountering moderat e eros i on, and in
several years if protective measures are not
taken, will be endangered .
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : There is a
dredged and riprapped slip to the west of
VEPCO' s power plant . About half of VEPCO ' s
shoreline is riprapped .
Suggested Action :
the present time .

has a moderate development potential . This
land has an elevation of at least 100 feet ,
making it safe from any flooding. However,
access to the water here would prove very difficult and expensive. Any development here
would be due to the scenic qualities of the
particular location and not to the usual water
related development potential.
MAPS :

PHOTOS :

USGS, 7 , 5 Min. Ser. (Topo . ), HOPEWELL
Quadr. , 1969.
USGS, 7. 5 Min. Ser . (Topo . ), CH:ESTER
Quadr. , 1969,
USGS, 7 . 5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DREWRYS BLUFF
Quadr., 1969 ,
USGS, 7,5 Min.Ser. (Topo . ), DUTCH GAP
Quadr. , 1969 ,
C&GS, #531, 1: 20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond , 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 C-H-2-B-A/33-52 .
Ground-VIMS 13Aug75 CF-2B/31, 33-36,
38-41.

No action is necessary at

OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES : To the back of VEPCO is
its outfall canal, which was dredged , then riprapped , with jetties at its mouth. Elsewhere,
there is a pier at VEPCO , and one west of
there, in the dredged s l ip . Bel ow VEPCO ' s
pier, there is a public boat landing.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT : Low for Hatcher Island and Farrar Island . Both islands are too
low to be safely developed . The VEPCO Power
Plant is already located to the east of Proctors Creek. No other development here would
be possible. The area along the old channel
of the James River , south of Farrar Island,
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JONES NECK AREA, CHESTERFIELD COUNrY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENr C-3A (Maps 4, 5, and 6)
EXTENT: 58,200 feet (11.0 mi.) of shoreline from
Dutch Gap to Turkey Island. The subsegment
also includes 58 , 800 feet (11.2 mi.) of fastland .
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND: Low shore 59% (34,800 ft.) , moderately low shore 18% (10,600 ft . ), moderately
high shore 7% (4,000 ft.), moderately high
shore with bluff 1% (600 ft.), high shore 6%
(3,600 ft.), and high shore with bluff 9%
(5,200 ft.).
SHORE: Fringe marsh 55% (31,800 ft.) and
extensive marsh 45% (26,400 ft.) .
NEARSHORE: Narrow 97% (56,200 ft.). The rest
of the subsegment ' s nearshore has less than 12foot depths .
SHORELANDS USE
FASTL.A.11]): Agricultural 58% (34,200 ft .), residential 4% (2,400 ft .), industrial 2% (1,000
ft.) , and unmanaged, wooded 36% (21,200 ft .).
SHORE : Mostly unused.
NEARSHORE : Commercial shipping along the subsegment through Jones Neck Cutoff to various
wharves nearer Richmond . There is also sport
boating, fishing, and other water sports
throughout the subsegment ' s waters .

BEACH QUALITY: There is one, small section of
thin beach at the top of Jones Neck.
PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change to moderate, noncritical. Several areas are accreting.
The two areas of most change have been the
marsh area near Dutch Gap and Jones Neck. The
marsh has been eroding at a rate of 1.1 t o 1.2
feet per year historically. One point there
has accreted at 1.6 feet per year. The western
and lower eastern half of Jones Neck have been
accreting at an historical rate of 2.7 to 4,8
feet per year. The northern tip of Jones Neck
has been experiencing erosion of 1.0 feet per
year.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURE3: None.
Suggested Action : No action seems necessary.
The shoreline here is mostly stable.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES :

POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT : Low. The present use
as a low density residential area is best
suited for the subsegment. There is room for
some additional residential development, but
the lack of good access to these areas coul d
pose a problem.
MAPS :

SHORELINE TREND: The shoreline is trending basically NW - SE in the subsegment . There is a
large meander (Jones Neck) and several other
curves .
OWNERSHIP:

Private.

None.

PHOTOS:

USGS, 7.5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), HOPEWELL
Quadr. , 1969.
USGS, 7.5 Min.Ser. (Topo.), DUTCH GAP
Quadr., 1969.
C&GS, #531, 1 : 20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 H-C-2-3A/53-66;
H-C-3-3A/ 67-89 ,

ZONING : Agricultural from Dutch Gap to Meadowville Channel. Jones Neck and most of the rest
of the subsegment is zoned heavy industrial.

PRESQUILE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE ,
CHESTERFIELD COUNrY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENT C-3B (Map 6)
EXTENT : 37 , 200 feet (7 . 0 mi.) of shoreline around
Turkey Is land. The subsegment also contains
20 , 000 feet (3.8 mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Entirely low shore .
SHORE : Extensive marsh 67% (24 , 800 ft.) and
fringe marsh 33% (12 , 400 ft . ).
NEARSHORE: Narrow 89% (,3,000 ft . ) . The rest
of the subsegment 's nearshore is included in
the figures for Subsegment C-3C.
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND : The entire subsegment is preserved
as a National Wildlife Refuge.
SHORE: Mostly unused. There is a ferry dock
along the cutoff.
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping to Richmond
along the Turkey Island Cutoff. The rest of
the subsegment ' s nearshore is used for sport
boating and fishing, and for water sports .
SHORELINE TREND: The subsegment is an island located in a meander of the James River. It has
no specific shoreline trend .
OWNERSHIP :
ZONING :

Federal .

Agricultural.

FLOOD HAZARD:· Like other segments along the upper James River, flooding here is a result of
heavy upstream rains. The marsh areas are susceptible to the flood waters , but the fast l ands
are high enough to withstand the floodi ng .
There are no endangered structures.
BEACH QUALITY:
segment.

FLOOD HAZARD : Low, noncritical. Any flooding
here would be a result of heavy upstream rain
runoff . Even in cases of heavy flooding, the
only area susceptible to the waters would be
the extens i ve marsh just east of Dutch Gap .
All fastland in the subsegment is of sufficient
height to preclude any flooding , No structures
are endangered.

There are no beaches in this sub-

PRESENr SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE : Slight or no change to severe,
noncritical. There is an area of moderate
erosion located at the northern part of the
subsegment. Here , the rat e of retreat has
been 1 .2 feet per year. The shoreline facing
the Turkey Island Cutoff is currently
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experiencing severe erosion probl ems . Most of
the eastern side of the island has been experiencing accretion ranging from 4, 5 to 7,3 feet
per year. The western side has experienced
slight or no change in its shoreline.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : There are no structures
endangered by erosion.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : There is about
100 feet of wood bulkheading and rubble riprap
located at the fe r ry dock on Presquile . It is
in good condition and is effective.
Suggested Action : The severely eroding shoreline bordering the Turkey Island Cutoff should
be studi ed with the view toward creating a system of shoreline defenses . Probably the best
defense here would be to riprap or bulkhead
the endangered area.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES :

The Presquile Ferry dock.

POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT: None . The area ' s status as a National Wildlife Refuge precludes any
development on the island.
MAPS:

PHOTOS :

USGS, 7 , 5 Min. Ser , (Topo. ) , ROJCBURY
Quadr., 1965.
USGS, 7,5 Min .Ser. (Topo , ), WESTOVER
Quadr., 1965.
USGS , 7 . 5 Min. Ser. (Topo.), DUTCH GAP
Quadr. , 1969,
USGS , 7 , 5 Mi n.Ser. (Topo . ) , HOPEWELL
Quadr. , 1969,
C&GS, #531, 1: 20,000 s~ale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Poi nt to Richmond, 1971,
Aerial-VIMS 24Jan75 CF-3B/90-99 ,
Ground-VIMS

90ct 75 CF-3B/51-52, 5560 , 62-63 ,
13Aug75 CF-3B/47-50,

BERMUDA HUNDRED, CHESTERFIELD COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SUBSEGMENT 0-30 (Maps 6 and 7)
EXTENT : 14,200 feet (2,7 mi.) of shoreline from
west of the Turkey Island Cutoff to Shand
Creek . The subsegment also includes 14,200
feet (2,7 mi,) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND : Low shore 79% (11,200 ft . ), moderatel y low shore 11% (1,600 ft .) { and moderately high shore 10% (1,400 ft.J .
SHORE: Entirely fringe marsh,
NEAR.SHORE : Narrow 82% (11,600 ft.) and intermediate 18% (2,600 ft.).
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND : Agricultural 69% (9,800 ft.), residential 7% ( 1,000 ft . ), industrial 11% (1 ,600
ft . ), and unmanaged, wooded 13% (1,800 ft.).
SHORE : Mostly unused. There is a dock for
the Presquile Ferry.
NEAR.SHORE : Commercial shipping to Richmond.
There is also some sport boating and fishing,
and water sports .
WI ND AND SEA EXPOSURE :

basically N -

s.

The shorel ine trends

Just east of Shfil1:d Creek,

the fetch is SE - 3 , 2 nautical miles .
OWNERSHIP :

Private .

ZONING : Mostly heavy industrial ,
tural at Turkey Island Cutoff.

Some agricul-

FLOOD HAZARD : Fl ooding here is a result of heavy
upstream rains . Very little fastland i s affected by such flooding, and no struct ures are
endangered . The Agnes flood of June, 1972,
t he worst flood here since 1771, crested at
6,3 feet above M,S.L., flooding l i ttle land
and endangering no structur es .
BEACH QUALITY:
segment.

There are no beaches in thi s s ub-

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SI TUATION
EROSION RATE : Slight or no change to moderate , noncritical . Erosion of 1. 1 foot per
year has taken place along the s horeline east
of Shand Creek . The shoreline just south of
Turkey Island Cutoff has been accreting at a
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rate of 7.3 feet per year, historically.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None .
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES : There is approximately 100 feet of wooden bullchead along the
ferry dock at Turkey Island Cutoff.
Suggested Action: None for the present time.
Erosion is not a significant problem in this
subsegment.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES :

The Presquile Ferry dock.

POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT : Low. Most of the
land here is used for agricultural purposes.
Any significant development would sacrifice
the present usage. VEPOO has a substation
just south of Bennuda Hundred, which precludes
any other development there.
MAPS :

PHOTOS :

USGS , 7. 5 Min.Ser. (Topo , ) , HOPEWELL
Quadr., 1969 ,
O&GS, #531, 1:20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971 ,
'
No VIMS aerial photos.
Ground-VIMS

90ct75 CF-30/53-54, 61 .

APPOMATTOX RIVER, CHESTERFIELD COUNTY, VIRGINIA
SEGMENT C-4 (Map 7)
EXTENT : 21,000 feet (4.0 mi.) of shoreline from
Shand Creek to Point of Rocks. The segment
includes 23,000 feet (4 . 4 mi.) of fastland.
SHORELANDS TYPE
FASTLAND: Moderately low shore 59% (13,600
ft.), moderately high shore 14% (3,200 ft . ),
m?derately high shore with bluff 8% (1, 800 ft.),
high shore 10% (2,400 ft.), and high shore with
bluff 9% (2,000 ft.) .
SHORE: Entirely extensive marsh.
NEARSHORE: Narrow 77% (16,200 ft.) and intermediate 23% (4,800 ft . ).
SHORELANDS USE
FASTLAND: Agricultural 17% (4,000 ft.), residential 24% (5,400 ft.), and unmanaged, wooded
59% (13,600 ft.).
SHORE : Waterfowl hunting in areas. Mostly
unused.
NEARSHORE: Commercial shipping along the Appomattox River to Petersburg. There is also
sport boating , fishing, and other water sports
in the nearshore.
SHORELINE TREND:

Suggested Action: None . The area appears to
be stable. The extensive marsh appears to be
effective in combatting any incident erosion.
OTHER SHORE STRUCTURES: One bridge, Route 10,
going to Hopewell, and a railroad bridge west
of there.
POTENTIAL USE ENHANCEMENT : Low. The fastlands
behind the marshes on the Appomattox River are
already residential areas. Further development
here could take place, though it would tend to
crowd the area and spoil the natural beauty of
the land. Just south of Shand Creek, there is
an area that is unpopulated. This area could
be developed into a low intensity recreational
park, with nature trails and picnicking facilities.
MAPS :

USGS, 7.5 Min .Ser. (Topo.), HOPEWELL
Quadr., 1969.
C&GS, #531, 1:20,000 scale, JAMES RIVER,
Jordon Point to Richmond, 1971.

PHOTOS :

No aerial VDJIS photos.

The shoreline trends basically

E - W.

OWNERSHIP:

Private.

ZONING : Agricultural except for some residential
into the fastland.
FLOOD HAZARD : Moderate, noncritical. Flooding
here is a result of heavy rains along the
headwaters of the James River. Flood waters
here are of less height than those at Richmond.
Only the shore zone of extensive marsh would
be inundated at such times, and no structures
would be endangered.
BEACH QUALITY:
ment .

There are no beaches in this seg-

PRESENT SHORE EROSION SITUATION
EROSION RATE: Slight or no change.
ENDANGERED STRUCTURES : None.
SHORE PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES: None .
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